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 presents motif, meaning, placement, tools and techniques along with personal observations and
commentary in meticulous and graphic details; and includes drawings of styles and patterns for
concepts and thought.Anthropologist and tattooist Tricia Allen offers harnessed centuries of
understanding of Hawaiian tattoos and has created this fascinating, in depth reference book
which can be enjoyed by both tattoo lovers and cultural scholars. discusses contemporary
Hawaiian tattooing within the context of contact with the Western world; Tattoo Traditions of
Hawaii describes the evolution of Hawaiian tattooing as an art and research tracing it from its
early roots in ancient Polynesia;
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A Must Read for anyone who is thinking about Hawaiian tattoo Tricia Allen knows what she is
writing about- she actually is a tattoo artist who has tattooed many a huge selection of
Polynesians and she actually is a researcher and academic who has dedicated her existence to
unearthing as much understanding of Hawaiian and Polynesian tattoo as there's to know. The
pictures are awesome & I'm pleased I found it. Though this publication is fairly informative on
the known history of kaka?, it generally does not go thru meanings of each design and keeping
each motif. Definitely worthy of buying for those interested in Polynesian tattoos.. I cannot
recommend this book highly enough! she is getting some concepts for her next tattoo. She
stated that this book is great with explaining the traditions. Very Informative This is a very
detailed, well researched and written book about the known history of tattoos in Hawaii. An
excellent collection of info on Polynesian tattoo which are just not obtainable in any other place..
Nice one Excellent work and incredibly in depth! Five Stars Great book great book We get
Tattooes whenever we vacation in the tropics, and like to research the materials before applying
it to our skin. There are several cultural do's, and do not. It is important to know these as never
to offend any polynesians. Tattoo Review I haven't had an opportunity to read it all just how
through but what I have read is wonderful. Nevertheless, in trying to design my very own
meaningful tattoo, I was personally searching for a book that could explain the various meanings
of the individual tattoo designs which are common today, which this reserve does not. I wanted
a book filled with the symbols they use and there meanings, helpful information to creating my
very own tattoos, this is simply not what i wanted, its more a history book of tattoo traditions
Informative, but not what i wanted. Thought that there would be lots of cool photos, but there
were not. More on the history of tribal tattoos of Hawaii. I needed a book filled with the symbols
they use ... Not everything you think. I'm focusing on my own art work predicated on Polynesian
tattoos and the information available in this publication was/is invaluable. Tatto Traditions of
Hawaii - Awesome Book My daughter loved this reserve. I was thrilled about the explanations
behind the styles and patterns. If you are searching for help on developing your personal Tattoo
or learning what each motif means, look elsewhere. A lot of Tattoo's are personal, reflective of
ones previous, ancestry, feelings, and occasionally asthetic desires. None of that is present in this
book. In no way will this make it an awful book or a waste. It's actually quite comprehensive,
especially considering That Tricia foraged thru many archives of previous, frequently
embellished or inaccurate journals, paintings, sketches, etc. Looking for and confirm accurate
depictions and accounts. In case you are interested in, more accurately, Hawaiian history of
Tattoo to its modern roots, then by all means that is your book.
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